


information. I am not aware whether the documents now received by the committee contain sufficient 
information to enable the committee (or others) to discern the extent to which any of the people 
named have been involved. It seems to me that PwC is best placed to minimise the reputational 
damage likely to flow to staff it says were only peripherally involved, by publishing accurate 
information about their involvement, rather than leaving it to the committee or others to pick through 
available information. 

Returning to the options available to the committee. The committee could receive the list, but 
withhold it from publication at this stage; instead using it as a frame of reference for assessing PwC’s 
still evolving responses to the matter and as the basis for questions, if the committee decides to call 
PwC to give evidence.  

The committee could also consider publishing a statement or report identifying what it has received; 
itemising the nature and timing or any submissions, and indicating its view on what should happen 
from here. This might include the committee making other public statements about the matter; for 
instance: 

• seeking assurances that PWC had also provided the names to the AFP; 

• seeking assurances that PwC had or would provide the list to government, so that 
undertakings in relation to removing partners involved in the matter from government 
work could be assessed and maintained.   

Your recent public statements, and those of other senators pursuing this issue, continue to press for 
PwC to publicly account for its actions here, rather than being dragged to account through (for 
instance) Senate committee processes. The above options would seem to provide the committee with 
some latitude to continue to explore matters relevant to its inquiry, and the Senate’s broader 
accountability agenda, without interfering with that aim.  

Privilege of committee proceedings 

The matter you asked me to expand upon from my earlier advice was around the concern that putting 
material before Senate committees might inadvertently interfere with later legal proceedings. As I said 
last week, I do not think that is a concern for the committee at this stage. 

To recap the advice, I quoted a passage from Odgers’ Australian Senate Practice, which noted that: 

Committees may…indirectly cause difficulties in legal proceedings by generating evidence 
which, because of parliamentary privilege, cannot be used in any substantive way in the legal 
proceedings. For example, if a party to legal proceedings makes statements before a 
committee relevant to those proceedings, the other party may claim that the inability to 
examine those statements leads to unfairness in the proceedings, perhaps even justifying their 
termination. Particularly in criminal proceedings, there may be a danger of defendants 
deliberately placing material before a parliamentary committee in the hope of aborting or 
disrupting the court proceedings. Committees should therefore be wary of taking evidence 
relevant to legal proceedings. [14th ed., p. 536] 

As the Senate Privileges Committee has noted, that concern principally arises when primary 
documents are put before the parliament which do not exist in any other form: 67th report, p. 17. In 
other words, the concern only really arises if those investigating matters or putting them to the courts 
are unable to gather the material in another form. 






